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BEIRUT: Lebanon’s Hezbollah has called on its
supporters to donate money as it comes under
increasing pressure from Western sanctions
intended to isolate it financially. The United States
deems all parts of Hezbollah a terrorist organiza-
tion and has been steadily increasing financial
sanctions against the Iran-backed movement.

“I announce today that the resistance is in need
of its (popular base),” Hezbollah Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah said, adding that donations were needed
to support the group’s activities. The Shiite Muslim
Hezbollah is part of the Lebanese government. It is
also heavily armed and has sent fighters to the con-
flict in neighboring Syria. Britain last month said it
would list all elements of Hezbollah as a terrorist
organization for destabilizing the Middle East,
breaking with the rest of the European Union
which proscribes only its military wing.

In a televised speech, Nasrallah said other
nations may follow Britain’s example. “The sanc-
tions and the terror lists are a form of war ... we
should deal with them as if they are a war,” he said.
He called on Hezbollah supporters to remain stead-
fast in the face of these pressures and said the
group’s enemies would be “disappointed”. “Their
actions will not be able to make us poor, hungry or
isolated. Those that support us will continue in
their support - be they countries, people or our
people and the people of resistance in Lebanon,”
Nasrallah said.

Hezbollah was founded in 1982 by Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards. Its influence has expanded
at home in Lebanon and in the region. The group
controls three of 30 ministries in the Lebanese
government led by Western-backed Prime
Minister Saad al-Hariri, the largest number ever. It
does not acknowledge having separate political
and military wings. Hezbollah and political allies
that view its arsenal as an asset to Lebanon won
more than 70 of parliament’s 128 seats in an elec-
tion last year, a major blow to Lebanese parties
that oppose its possession of weapons like the
Christian Lebanese Forces, which enjoys close ties
to U.S.-allied Gulf states. — Reuters
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Libyans fear showdown as Eastern 
commander, forces target capital

Haftar has backing from UAE and Egypt
TUNIS: Forces from eastern Libya who have swept
through the south and taken control of remaining oil-
fields in recent weeks have now reinforced a base in the
centre of the country and signaled to the capital Tripoli
that it may be next. The United Nations, stunned by the
southern advance, is scrambling to mediate between
eastern commander Khalifa Haftar and Tripoli’s interna-
tionally-recognized government led by Prime Minister
Fayez al-Serraj, Western diplomats say.

They fear it may be the last UN attempt to unify the
rival administrations and end the chaos that followed
the overthrow of Muammar Gaddafi in 2011 with free
elections. Haftar, a 75-year-old former general, is
increasingly taking the situation into his own hands,
backed by the United Arab Emirates and Egypt, which
see him as a bulwark against Islamists and the man to
restore order.

He has not said whether he wants to march on
Tripoli, which would dramatically escalate tensions. But
his Libyan National Army (LNA) has hinted heavily that
it might do so-if Haftar is not recognized as the coun-
try’s overall military commander, his aim since he began
assembling the force in 2014. “Some military sources
say the LNA will move towards Tripoli after the
announcement that the south has been secured,” read
an item on an LNA website. “The same sources said
there is coordination with some units inside Tripoli and
its suburbs for the army to enter Tripoli.”

The LNA spokesman said a purported order from
Haftar for troops to move, seen by Reuters and publi-
cized by his supporters, was not genuine. But the capi-
tal has been rife with rumors of invasion and residents
have reported seeing young people driving around
playing loud songs praising Haftar from their car radios.
While several LNA units returned this month to
Benghazi, Haftar’s power base, some units went to Jufra,

a city in the desert straddling east and west, LNA
sources say.

From there they could go home, or-the implied
threat according to diplomats-move northwest towards
Tripoli, should talks over power sharing and elections
fail. Haftar taps into fatigue among Libyans yearning for
electricity, petrol and banknotes scarce in a country
which once enjoyed some of highest living standards in
the region.

For many, especially in the east, the general is the
only one who can end fighting by myriad groups with
ever-changing names. For his enemies in western cities
and Islamists who were
oppressed under the old
regime, he is a new Gaddafi.

Oil
Haftar took the southern

El Sharara and El Feel oil-
fields last month, completing
a campaign which has given
him effective control of the
country’s crude output of
around one million barrels a
day. He does not, as yet, have
the means to profit from
them because oil exports are managed by the state oil
firm NOC in Tripoli, which is working with Serraj. But
the situation on the ground is changing fast. UN envoy
Ghassan Salame visited the main southern city Sabha
just one day before some 80 LNA vehicles drove in
through the desert from the east, and Haftar’s growing
clout was on show again this week. The NOC agreed to
reopen El Sharara, closed since rogue guards and
tribesmen seized it in December, after the UAE called
two meetings. 

The first was with Serraj and NOC chairman
Mustafa Sanalla to agree on a security plan and the
second was between the Tripoli premier and Haftar. But
while some communities in western Libya have signaled
support for the LNA, it is far from clear whether Haftar
would be able to muster enough. The LNA says it has
85,000 men but this includes soldiers paid by the cen-
tral government who it hopes to inherit. Its elite force,
Saiqa (Lightning) numbers some 3,500, while Haftar’s
sons also have well-equipped troops, LNA sources say.

Diplomats say much of the LNA is an umbrella of
less trained ex-Gaddafi soldiers, tribesmen and Salafists

as well as Sudanese and
Chadian fighters; the LNA
denies this. Thanks to covert
UAE and Egyptian support
documented by the UN,
Haftar has gradually built up
superiority since 2014, allow-
ing him to stop Tripoli flying
in reinforcements during his
southern campaign and pres-
sure the NOC by closing
airstrips on oilfields. Serraj
has no real troops-depend-
ing on armed groups who

control many of the buildings his ministers work in and
who, Tripoli residents say, regularly demand business
contracts.

His only asset is his official title and access to state
funds, though Western powers have increasingly
embraced Haftar - with Italy, for example, addressing
him as (Field) Marshal, his official title. There has been
some Western support for Haftar. French special forces
in conjunction with Britain and the United States had
been advising the LNA during the Benghazi campaign.

On Monday, Serraj unexpectedly praised cooperation
with Haftar, saying they needed to work together, in a
speech to western mayors just after rumours of
approaching LNA troops first surfaced.

Haftar and Serraj could agree to a new transitional
government, which would help the commander steadi-
ly entrench his power without invading Tripoli. But it is
unclear whether Haftar’s supporters would agree to
putting him under civilian control as proposed by
Western and UN mediators. “There is no reconcilia-
tion with Serraj for power because talks are not with
him but with people behind him who do not want
Haftar,” said Hamad Bandaq, a lawmaker in the eastern
parliament.

Offensive
The biggest obstacle for Haftar is Misrata, a western

city home to forces which could at least partly match
LNA ground troops, analysts say. The city is known for
a spirit of resisting old regime figures, developed dur-
ing 2011 when Gaddafi forces besieged it for three
months. Weeks after Haftar started his Benghazi cam-
paign in 2014 Misrata forces moved on Tripoli,
expelling a government allied to a Haftar partner in
one-month battle that split Libya. The main motive was
fear of a Haftar coup.

There have been belligerent comments from Misrata
residents in recent days but it is unclear whether they
would fight. “A mix of conflict fatigue, cautiousness and
internal divide has so far forestalled a military mobiliza-
tion,” said Emad Badi, a Libya researcher. “However
that could change very quickly.” Tarek Megerisi, a poli-
cy fellow at the European Council, said Serraj and
Haftar could agree on a transitional government, with
the commander steadily entrenching his power without
actually invading Tripoli.—Reuters
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ALGIERS: Tens of thousands protested across Algeria in
the biggest rallies yet against ailing President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika’s bid for a fifth term, despite the defiant leader’s
warning of the risk of “chaos”. A march in the capital
Algiers was slowed to a near-crawl by the huge numbers
taking part, swelled by women marking International
Women’s Day and chanting “No fifth term-hey,
Bouteflika!”  Waving Algeria’s green-white-and-red flags,
men and women converged on the city’s landmark Grand
Post Office square after weekly prayers. “The people are
here, from all social classes, from the youngest to the eld-
est, everyone is saying ‘no to a fifth term, please, leave, you
won’t even be judged’,” said Kamel, a 37-year-old protest-
er in the capital.

The police fired tear gas and stun grenades to disperse
those who tried to force their way through a police cor-
don that was blocking access to a road leading towards
the presidency, an AFP journalist said. While demonstra-
tors dispersed calmly as darkness fell, small groups of
young people clashed with the police.  The unrest left 112
members of the security forces injured, according to
police, who said they had arrested 195 people suspected
of “vandalism”.   

The overall atmosphere through the day was calm and
festive, and numerous people attended with their children.
Huge crowds-again far surpassing those seen the previous
Friday-also protested in the second and third cities of
Oran and Constantine, local journalists on the ground told
AFP. A journalist in Oran said the whole city “is out (on the
streets)... this has never been seen before”. Major demon-
strations were reported in other cities across the country
by security sources, Algerian media and social networks.

In a message released on Thursday night, Bouteflika-
who uses a wheelchair and has rarely been seen in public
since a 2013 stroke-warned that troublemakers may try to
infiltrate the demonstrations. “Many of our fellow citizens”
have demonstrated across the North African country “to
peacefully express their views”, he said. 

“However, we must call for vigilance and caution in case

this peaceful expression is infiltrated by some insidious
party... which could cause chaos,” he said, without mention
of the demands that he abandon his bid to seek re-election
on April 18. Bouteflika flagged the risk of a return to the
“national tragedy” of Algeria’s decade-long civil war in the
1990s and of the “crises and tragedies caused by terror-
ism” in neighboring countries. The head of state has been
in Switzerland since February 24 for what the presidency
describes as “routine medical tests”, and a date for his
return home has not yet been announced.

Swiss police said Rachid Nekkaz-a businessman and
political activist opposed to Bouteflika-was arrested on
Friday outside the Geneva hospital where the president is
being treated. He will be held overnight and appear

before a prosecutor on Saturday, police spokesman Jean-
Philippe Brandt told AFP. Nekkaz fell foul of Algerian
electoral laws because he has previously held French
nationality and stood aside for a cousin of the same name
to run on his behalf. 

Algeria has largely avoided the conflicts unleashed by
the Arab Spring uprisings that brought down rulers in
neighboring Tunisia and Libya. But discontent, particularly
among the young, turned to anger after the veteran leader
announced on February 10 that he would seek another
term. Calls had circulated widely on social media under the
hashtag “March 8 Movement” for massive but peaceful
demonstrations in the capital and cities across the North
African state on Friday.—AFP 
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ALGIERS: Algerian female protesters shout slogans during a demonstration in the capital Algiers against ailing
president’s bid for a fifth term. — AFP 

GAZA: Israeli forces said yesterday they had launched
several strikes against Hamas sites in Gaza in response
to a projectile launched from the besieged coastal ter-
ritory the night before. “IDF fighter jets and aircraft
struck several military targets in a Hamas compound in
the southern Gaza Strip and underground structures in
the northern Gaza Strip,” it said in a statement. “The
strike was conducted in response to the projectile that
was launched from the Gaza Strip at Israeli territory”
as well as the “balloons carrying explosive devices”
into Israel and attempts to damage “security infrastruc-
ture”, it said.

Security officials in Gaza said the strikes had not
caused any casualties. A Palestinian was killed and at
least 45 others wounded by Israeli fire Friday in new
protests and clashes along the Gaza border, the
enclave’s health ministry said. An Israeli army
spokesman said around 8,400 demonstrators had gath-
ered along a barrier between the blockaded territory
and Israel, throwing explosive devices and rocks and
setting fire to tyres. The Gaza Strip has been the scene
of mass protests and clashes since late March last year.

Demonstrators have been calling for Palestinian

refugees and their descendants to be allowed to return
to former homes now inside Israel. Israeli officials say
that amounts to calling for the Jewish state’s destruction.
At least 253 Palestinians have been killed by Israeli fire
since the rallies began, the majority shot during weekly

border protests and others hit by tank fire or air strikes
in response to violence from Gaza. Two Israeli soldiers
have been killed over the same period. Israel and Hamas,
which has controlled the blockaded Gaza Strip for over
a decade, have fought three wars since 2008.— AFP 
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RAFAH: Palestinian mourners carry the body of Tamer Arafat, aged 23, during his funeral in Rafah in the southern
Gaza Strip yesterday. —AFP 


